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Manufacturer of harness leather and upholstery leather.
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About Us

In the year 1975 Globe Leather Industries started operations in the city of Kanpur to

manufacture Leather for the Shoe and Saddlery Industry. This small industry took shape of a

massive force and established the Group of Industries.   Sibghat Leathers is a venture of the

Globe Group with the sole aim to providing international quality finished leather as well as saddlery

and harness goods the world over. Established in the year 1984, Globe Exports has been catering to

needs of the European, American and the Australian Markets.   Superior products are a guarantee

which is achieved by constant Research and Development and dedicated workforce. At Globe, we

constantly review our manufacturing process and upgrade our technology to stay in tune with the

upcoming market requirements. Constant monitoring of the entire manufacturing right from the

selection of the raw material to the final selection of the finished product ensures that only the best

rolls out of our factory. The designs manufactured by Globe are traditional as well as trendsetting and

cater to the mood and taste of a wide variety of customers across the world.   Since the entire

manufacturing process is in-house, quality of the leather is ensured along with cost effective pricing

that stands the tough competition.   This web site presents a very comprehensive detail of some of

the finest leather manufactured by us. Let us assure you that this is not all. We specifically cater to

the...
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F a c t s h e e t

Year of Establishment : 1975

Nature of Business : Manufacturer



CONTACT US

Singhat Leathers
Contact Person: Mallik Sibghat Ullah

No. 104/90, A-7/2, 150 Feet Road, Jajmau 
Kanpur - 208010, Uttar Pradesh, India
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